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The unpinning of a spiral wave from an anatomic obstacle by the application of a single stimulus near the
core of the rotating wave was studied experimentally in a cell culture of cardiomyocyte monolayers as well as
by computer simulations. It is shown that, with suitable positioning and timing, a single stimulus is sufficient
for the successful unpinning of a pinned spiral wave. Successful unpinning is achieved when two conditions
are fulfilled: �1� The stimulus is delivered in the vulnerable window of the rotating wave, and �2� the stimulus
is delivered in a spatial zone in proximity to the obstacle, where the shape of the zone is defined by the phase
of the anchored spiral wave. Two different scenarios for successful unpinning are discussed, which are distin-
guished by the distance to the stimuli applied to the obstacle.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Excitable systems are found throughout nature, in heart
muscle �1,2�, retina �3�, and cultures of the slime mold dic-
tyostelium discoideum �4�. These systems often exhibit a
phenomenon of rotating waves �also known as spiral waves,
reentries, and vortices�. The mechanisms for initiating and
methods for controlling rotating waves have been studied
extensively in various chemical and biological systems
�5–9�. A major reason why rotating waves have attracted so
much interest is their role in the transition to a chaotic state
in the heart, which results in fibrillation and sudden death.
Thus, it is important to know how to control rotating waves
so that we can prevent or suppress them. A mechanism pro-
posed by Winfree, called the “pinwheel experiment” �10�,
indicated the role of the vulnerability by emphasizing the
timing and strength of a stimulus applied in the vulnerable
window �VW� of a propagating wave. Further extended stud-
ies revealed the role of the electrical restitution, stimulation
sequence, and cellular electrophysiological properties to car-
diac reentries �11,12�.

In many instances, reentry-related tachycardia can be suc-
cessfully terminated by the application of external pacing
�13,14�. As recently shown in an experimental model, pacing
may lead to drifting of freely rotating spiral waves and their
collision with a boundary �2�. However, it is still not clear
how to force pinned spiral waves �waves attached to ana-
tomical heterogeneities� to drift. Pumir et al. �15� showed
numerically that electric field-induced wave emission from
heterogeneities �WEH� in the heart can terminate rotational
waves, where the number of pacing sites increases with the
amplitude. Such scenarios have been theoretically and ex-
perimentally supported in recent studies �16–20�. Cysyk and
Tung �18� showed that electric field-induced WEH can di-
rectly excite heterogeneities in cardiomyocyte monolayers,
and unpin rotational waves.

The present paper describes a study to eliminate a spiral
wave pinned to an obstacle by the application of a single
stimulus near the obstacle. The results indicate that success-
ful unpinning can be interpreted in terms of a vulnerable
window �VW� effect, when an external stimulus is delivered
near or on the obstacle. This stimulus produces a pair of
spiral waves, one of which annihilates the attached rotating
wave, while the other either reattaches to the obstacle or
remains free, depending on the time and location of the
stimulus. The present paper shows VW-based unpinning ex-
perimentally in cardiomyocyte tissue culture and in detail in
computer simulations. To understand the underlying mecha-
nisms, we studied the short-term history of wave patterns in
two-dimensional excitable media by varying the stimulus po-
sition in the VW of a propagating wave. Numerical studies
were performed using the simplified ionic model of Fenton
and Karma �21�. We found that a stimulus delivered in dif-
ferent phases of the refractoriness of a propagating wave
�conditioning wave� results not only in different shapes for
the produced spiral pairs �22�, but also leads to a situation
where the path of the wave-tip trajectories of the produced
spirals depends on the apex angle. A stimulus applied close
to the absolute refractoriness leads to a narrow apex angle
and the produced spiral pairs meander away from the direc-
tion of the conditioning wave. However, a stimulus applied
close to the region of fully recovered medium leads to a wide
apex angle, and the produced spiral waves meander in the
same direction as the conditioning wave.

Two different scenarios of unpinning the rotational wave
from the obstacle are discussed, depending on the position of
the stimulus within the VW of the rotational wave. Although
there have been previous studies on the unpinning of spiral
waves �19,20,23–27�, to the best of our knowledge this is the
first systematic investigation of the role of the vulnerable
window in the unpinning of a spiral wave with a single
stimulus in two dimensions. The goal of our studies was to
investigate experimentally and numerically the spatiotempo-
ral dependence of a stimulus that unpins a pinned spiral
wave. Although the present study does not provide a realistic
immediate way for the application in the clinics, it creates a
conceptual background for the development of new methods
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for termination of reentry-based arrhythmia. Future develop-
ment on the visual mapping of heart activity would open the
possibility toward the clinical application.

II. NUMERICAL MODEL

To simulate cardiac electrical dynamics, we used the sim-
plified ionic model of Fenton and Karma �21�. Although the
model does not explicitly describe the channel properties of
myocyte cells, it reproduces fairly well the action potential
among different animal cells. The successful application of
this model to the qualitative behavior of excitable media has
been previously shown to explain problems in cardiac tissue
�28�.

The model is based on three main currents through the
membrane: The fast inward current Jfi and the slow inward
and outward currents Jsi and Jso, respectively. The basic
equation for the membrane potential V is given by

�tV = � · �D � V� − JIon�V;v;w�/Cm, �1�

where Cm is the membrane capacity, D is the diffusion, v and
w describe the gating variables and JIon is the sum of the
three main currents. The membrane potential V and currents
Jfi, Jsi, and Jso are scaled by definition to the dimensionless
variables u��V−Vo��Vfi−Vo� and I�J / �Cm�Vfi−Vo��, re-
spectively, where Vfi is the Nernst potential of the fast in-
ward current and Vo is the resting membrane potential. With
the substitution us=u−uc, the currents are given as

Ifi = −
v
�d

��us��1 − u��us� , �2�

Isi =
u

�o
��− us� +

1

�r
��us� , �3�

Iso = −
w

2�si
�1 + tanh�k�u − uc

si��� , �4�

where ��x� is the Heaviside step function and �d are defined
as

��x� = �1 if x � 0

0 otherwise,
	 �5�

and

�d = Cm/gfi, �6�

respectively. The model equations are described as

�tu = D � · ��u� − Ifi�u;v� − Isi�u;w� − Iso�u� , �7�

�tv = ��− us��1 − v�/�v
−�u� − ��us�v/�v

+, �8�

�tw = ��− us��1 − w�/�w
− − ��us�w/�w

+ , �9�

with

�v
−�u� = ���u − uv��v1

− + ��uv − u��v2
− � . �10�

The diffusion coefficient D=1�10−3 cm2 /ms is a constant,
since our cardiomyocyte monolayers have no rotational an-

isotropy, as described in the original model of Fenton and
Karma �21�. The model equations are solved by an explicit
fourth-order Runge-Kutta method. The time step and grid
size are given by 0.01 ms and 0.03 cm, respectively. For all
simulations, the parameter values are �v

+=3.33, �v1
− =1000.0,

�v2
− =19.2, �w

+ − =667.0, �w
− =11.0, �d=gfi

−1, �0=8.3, �r=50.0,
�si=44.84, k=10, uc

si=0.85, uc=0.13, uv=0.055, and gfi
=2.47, respectively. The Nernst and resting membrane poten-
tials are given by Vfi= +15 mV and Vo=−85 mV, respec-
tively. The stimulus was applied with a radius of 0.1 cm and
a duration of stimulation of 1.1 ms by setting the local mem-
brane potential to +15 mV. This set of parameter leads to a
meandering tip trajectory, which is essential for the follow-
ing investigation.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

To understand the mechanism that underlies the liberation
of a pinned spiral wave via a single stimulus, we studied the
effect of stimulation in different phases in the VW along the
direction of wave propagating in two-dimensional excitable
medium. To demonstrate the effect of the VW for a one-
dimensional propagating wave, a stimulus in the refractori-
ness of a propagating �conditioning� wave was induced. The
time delay between the front of the conditioning wave and
the applied stimulus defines the stimulus time, Ts, and the
stimulus distance, ds. Depending on Ts and ds, the stimulus
leads to bidirectional block, bidirectional wave propagation
or unidirectional wave propagation. The latter can be
achieved by pacing in the VW. Bidirectional block is defined
by absolute refractoriness �AR�, where the stimulus fails to
propagate �29–31�. Figure 1�a� shows a propagating wave
marked to show the region of the VW and AR. The figure
also shows the region of the resting state �RS�, where the
applied stimulus can propagate freely. Figures 1�b� and 1�c�
show the effect of pacing in the RS and VW in the one-
dimensional case, and demonstrate the spatiotemporal evolu-
tion of bidirectional and unidirectional wave propagation, re-
spectively.

While two-dimensional excitable systems have the same
underlying physics, additional effects must be taken into ac-
count when the stimulus is applied in the VW. As shown in
Fig. 1�b�, the stimulus fails to propagate toward the direction
of the conditioning wave. Such propagation failure is also
seen in two-dimensional media. However, stimulation in the
VW leads to asymmetric inhibition of the propagating wave
and creates a pair of spiral waves �11,12�. In the following
sections we first discuss the relation of stimulus time and
subsequent opening angle of the two produced meandering
spirals at a planar propagating wave, and then discuss the
effect of the wave-tip propagation at different stimulus posi-
tions in proximity of the obstacle leading to unpinning the
anchored spiral. Two mechanism of unpinning are discussed,
which are distinguished by the distance to the stimuli applied
to the obstacle. We will refer to the two discussed scenarios
in the following as first and second scenario. The parameter
set of the chosen model leads to a meandering spiral-tip tra-
jectorieness. Thus, pacing into the VW of a propagating
wave leads to the origination of two meandering spirals. Fig-
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ure 2�a� shows a snapshot of two independent stimuli applied
with a delay of 40 ms to each other. The shape of the spiral
pair is determined by Ts �the phase of stimulation� in the VW
�22�. Stimulating into the VW close to the absolute refracto-
riness leads to a larger apex angle of the propagating wave
than stimulation into the VW close to the fully recovered
medium. This effect leads to trajectories of the produced spi-
ral waves that depend on the stimulus position within the
VW.

A. Propagation of spiral tips

To study the dependence of the trajectories of produced
spiral pairs, we traced the tips of spiral pairs with stimuli
applied at different Ts �see Fig. 2�b��. To identify the spiral
tip at each step, the intersection of a single isopotential line

with a constant membrane potential, V�r , t�=Viso, where r is
the position vector, and the point of zero normal velocity,
v�r , t�=0, of each spiral were calculated and plotted at each
time step. We chose the value of the isopotential line to be
Viso=−35 mV, which represents the boundary between depo-
larized and repolarized regions of the media �21�.

Figure 2 shows three different trajectories for the pro-
duced spiral pairs. Each pair of trajectories was obtained by
stimulation at different phases �Ts� within the VW. The di-
rection in which the trajectories are pointing is clear. If the
stimulus is applied very close to the AR, the produced spiral
waves annihilate each other after the first rotation and lead to
circular wave propagation �not shown�. This effect is seen
only for a very small stimulation interval of approximately
1 ms for this particular excitability at Ts
87 ms. Stimuli for
slightly larger Ts lead, after the first rotation of the spiral
waves, to long, straight meandering trajectories �green trajec-
tory in Fig. 2�. The spiral tips meander in the direction op-
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FIG. 1. Effect of the application of a single stimulus in a one-
dimensional �1D� excitable system. �a� shows the intensity profile
of a propagating wave, composed of three different states. The vul-
nerable window �VW�, absolute refractoriness �AR�, and resting
state �RS� are indicated. �b� and �c� show the spatiotemporal pro-
files after the application of a stimulus in the RS and VW,
respectively.

FIG. 2. �Color online� Appearance of a pair of spiral tips caused
by a single stimulus with delay, Ts, after the propagation of a planar
wave. �a� shows three independent stimuli applied in the VW of a
downward-propagating wave. The image shows a snapshot at 36 ms
after the stimulus was applied. The trajectories of the spiral pairs,
tracked for 300 ms, are shown in �b�. The applied stimuli corre-
spond to Ts equal to 93 ms �red, 1�, 91 ms �blue, 2�, and 87 ms
�green, 3�. Smaller stimulation delays led to smaller apex angles of
wave tip trajectories, and larger Ts led to larger apex angles. The
apex angle � is defined as the angle between the trajectories of the
spiral pair, as sketched with black dashed lines.
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posite the direction of propagation of the conditioning wave.
However, the application of a stimulus for Ts larger than
92 ms leads to wave propagation of the spiral tip toward the
direction of the conditioning wave �red trajectory in Fig. 2�.
The angle of the wave-tip trajectory can be defined by the
apex angle � between the trajectories of the spirals as exem-
plified by the blue trajectory in Fig. 2.

This phenomenon is caused by the different initial propa-
gation of the applied stimuli. Stimulation closer to the AR
leads to the inhibition of a larger area of the applied stimulus
than a stimulus applied closer to the recovered region. This
can be characterized by the apex angle of inhibition, �,
where � is defined as the span of the annihilated region
within the outward-propagating excited region. To clarify the
geometrical dependence, � is illustrated in Fig. 3�b�. Figure
3�a� shows the dependence of the stimulus time, Ts, of the
propagating wave in the VW versus � with black points, and
two representative examples are shown in insets. An analyti-
cal description is plotted as a black solid line, derived by the
segment of a circle,

s��� = r − r cos��

2
� , �11�

where s is the distance from the midpoint of the chord to the
midpoint of the arc, h is the distance from the midpoint of
the chord to the center of the circle, r is the radius of the
circle, and � is the apex angle of the inhibited area of the

stimulus �see Fig. 3�b��. This can be derived from the basic
geometrical equations h=r cos� �

2 � and r=s+h. The numeri-
cally obtained data of � show a good approximation to the
analytical curve. Since the analytical expression is a pure
geometrical approach, the solutions of � can also be found in
the absolute refractoriness. If we consider only the depen-
dence of the stimulus within the VW, a nearly linear depen-
dence of � can be observed.

The apex angle, �, the span of the trajectories produced
by meandering of the spiral pairs �see Fig. 2�b��, leads to a
more complex dependence, as illustrated in Fig. 4 with black
squares. Additionally, the displacement, 	x, of the wave tips
after 300 ms of propagation measured from where the stimu-
lus was applied normal to the conditioning wave is shown as
gray bars. The linear dependence of � can be observed for
stimuli applied near the AR. This trend changes to nonlinear
dependence for stimuli applied close to the RS. The same
linear and nonlinear dependence can be observed for dis-
placement 	x for stimuli applied close to the AR and close to
the RS, respectively. The inflection point of the direction of
wave propagation is linked to � equal to 180°, marked with
black striped lines. The application of stimuli close to the AR
led to small � and large displacements in the direction op-
posite the conditioning wave, and the application of stimuli
close to the RS led to large � and small displacements to-
ward the direction of propagation of the conditioning wave.

B. Unpinning via single stimulus

To take advantage of this effect, we numerically applied
test stimuli around an obstacle-pinned spiral wave and ob-
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FIG. 3. Dependence of the apex angle of inhibition, �, on the
stimulus time Ts and stimulus position ds as illustrated by filled
circles �a� Left and right vertical dotted-striped lines define the tran-
sient of the AR and RS regions. The analytical dependence �corre-
sponding to Eq. �11�� is given by the solid black line, whereas the
variables corresponding to � smaller and larger than 180°, respec-
tively, are shown in �b�.
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FIG. 4. Dependence of the apex angle of the paired trajectory, �,
and spiral-tip-displacement 	x after 300 ms with variation of the
stimulus position in the VW. The angle � is plotted with black
squares corresponding to the left-hand axes. The spiral-tip-
displacement is measured perpendicular to the conditioning wave
after 300 ms of propagation, and is plotted with black filled circles
highlighted by gray bars plotted from the origin of the applied
stimulus. Left and right vertical dotted-striped lines define the tran-
sient of the AR and RS regions, which lead to inhibition of the
stimulus and circular wave propagation, respectively. The striped
arrows indicate the inflection point of displacement with respect to
the conditioning wave.
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served the effect on the formation of patterns in two dimen-
sions �2D�. We found different scenarios that led to the de-
tachment of spiral waves by the application of a single
stimulus near the obstacle. To simulate the obstacle, a circu-
lar area in the tissue was disconnected electronically by set-
ting the diffusion constant to zero, corresponding to a non-
flux boundary condition �9�. Figure 5 shows three different
scenarios of detachment, and Fig. 5�c� only shows temporary
detachment. Figure 5�a� shows unpinning via the creation of
spiral pairs by the application of a single stimulus, which
will be hereinafter referred to as first scenario. Frame A
shows the position of the applied stimulus apart from the
obstacle. The spiral tips propagate in a direction opposite the
conditioning spiral arm �frame B�, and annihilate the pinned
spiral wave on the obstacle �frame C�. The two free spiral
arms rotate and annihilate each other, and the new gathered
wave front propagates to the obstacle �frames D and E�. The
pinned spiral wave collides with the common wave front of
the free spirals and the free spiral closer to the obstacle fails

to propagate on the obstacle �frame F�, so that only one
spiral tip remains freely rotating apart from the obstacle
�frames G–J�. The second example of detachment is given in
Fig. 5�b�, and illustrates unpinning achieved by pacing on the
obstacle border, which will be hereinafter referred to as sec-
ond scenario. Frames A and B show excitation propagating
from the stimulus applied to the obstacle border in the VW of
the pinned spiral wave. Due to the disturbed propagation
caused by the obstacle, one spiral tip develops freely next to
the obstacle, whereas the other spiral tip propagates on the
obstacle border and collides with the pinned spiral on the
obstacle �frame C�. The spiral arms on the obstacle annihilate
each other and lead to a new merged wave front. The created
free spiral of the applied stimulus becomes the new tip of the
spiral wave �frames D–F�. The new spiral wave propagates
freely, as shown in frames G–J. The third scenario, shown in
Fig. 5�c�, illustrates the temporary detachment of the pinned
spiral wave by the application of a single stimulus to the
obstacle border. Frame A shows the stimulus applied to the
border of the obstacle. Since the stimulus is applied in the
AR of the pinned spiral wave, the stimulus fails to propagate
�frame B�, and leads to detachment of the pinned spiral wave
�frames C and D�. The pinned spiral wave reattaches to the
obstacle �frame E� after propagation around the position at
which the stimulus had been applied, since the excited area
was not fully recovered until the spiral wave arrived.

We performed further numerical simulations to determine
the probability of achieving unpinning of the spiral wave.
Stimuli were isotropically distributed by varying the angle
and the radius in steps of 15° and 0.2 cm, respectively. Fig-
ure 6 shows a map of stimuli that affect a pinned spiral wave.
The initial pinned spiral is plotted in white as the corre-
sponding color in the excitation map. Different stimulus po-
sitions are marked by different colors to classify the patterns
to which the stimuli lead and are superimposed on the image
of the pinned spiral wave. Each classified pattern is shown in
Figs. 6�b�–6�d� and 6�f� by illustrating the propagating wave
fronts with a time step of 5 ms for the first 75 ms after the
stimulus was applied �32�. Green �cross� stimuli �Fig. 6�b��,
are the stimuli applied to the absolute refractoriness of the
spiral wave, and consequently they do not lead to wave
propagation. Light-blue �plus-mark� stimuli �Fig. 6�c�� lead
to wave propagation, but do not lead to the creation of spi-
rals, and hence they do not influence the rotating spiral wave.
While the blue �asterisk� stimuli �Fig. 6�d�� lead to the cre-
ation of spiral pairs, since they are applied to the VW of the
pinned spiral wave, they do not lead to unpinning of the
spiral wave. The produced spirals meander freely. The ma-
genta �filled circle� �Fig. 6�e�� and yellow �square� stimuli
�Fig. 6�f�� successfully unpin the pinned spiral wave from
the obstacle. Corresponding examples are also shown in
Figs. 5�a� �first scenario� and, 5�b� �second scenario�, respec-
tively. Both classes of stimuli are applied in the VW of the
pinned spiral wave and lead to the creation of spiral tips.
However, the scenarios are different, as explained above.
The first scenario marked by magenta filled circles show ex-
actly two spiral-pair rotations before the pinned spiral wave
becomes unpinned. While blue �asterisk� stimuli applied
closer to the obstacle do not lead to unpinning, it is more
interesting that those applied in the VW close to the absolute

(a)

(b)

(c)

FIG. 5. Different scenarios after the application of a single
stimulus near the obstacle pinned spiral wave. Field of view is
7.5 cm. Pacing locations are given in spherical coordinates with
respect to the obstacle center and the pinned spiral wave front,
respectively, and are shown by white filled circles and emphasized
with white arrows in frame A. The obstacle has a radius of 0.5 cm.
Frames are spaced every 30 ms. Three scenarios are shown: �a�
Unpinning via the induction of a pair of spirals due to pacing into
the VW of the rotating spiral apart from the obstacle. Pacing loca-
tion is at �1.4 cm /270° �. �b� Unpinning via pacing at the border on
the obstacle. Pacing location is at �0.6 cm /225° �. �c� Temporary
unpinning of the spiral wave via pacing at the border of the ob-
stacle. Pacing location is at �0.7 cm /200° �.
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refractoriness �close to the green �cross� stimuli� also lead to
unpinning. This result can be easily explained by the effect
discussed in the preceding section. Since the stimuli are ap-
plied close to the region of the AR, the stimuli lead to tra-
jectories of the spiral tips with a small apex angle � and
large displacement in the direction opposite the conditioning
wave. The spiral tips rotate toward the obstacle and lead to
unpinning of the spiral. More details are provided in Sec. V.

The two scenarios shown in Fig. 5, as well as those shown
in magenta �filled circle� and yellow �square� in Fig. 6, are
limited to a small region near the obstacle, but are still very
interesting. To analyze the region of interest, we performed
more numerical simulations to achieve greater accuracy. We
calculated pattern formation for applied stimuli in the ob-
stacle range of 180° to 280°, with a step of 2.5°. The radius
from the obstacle was from 0.6 cm to 1.6 cm with a step of
0.05 cm. The result is shown in Fig. 7. The polar coordinates

 and r are plotted with respect to the obstacle center.
Stimuli applied in the AR and in the region of the RS are
indicated by light-blue plus signs and green crosses, respec-
tively. Stimuli that lead to unpinning of the spiral without
rotation of the produced spiral tips are marked by yellow
squares, corresponding to the second scenario shown in Fig.
5�b� and the yellow squares in Fig. 6. Additionally, stimuli
that lead to temporary unpinning are plotted as black tri-
angles. An example is shown in Fig. 5�c�. Furthermore,

marks given in blue �asterisk� and magenta �filled circle�
shown in the VW lead to wave breaks and subsequent aniso-
tropic wave propagation. Stimulation at magenta �filled
circle� marks �first scenario� leads to detachment of the spiral
wave �see also the magenta filled circles in Fig. 6�. This
figure also shows isolines of voltage for the rotating spiral
wave of −84.7 mV and −84.9 mV in red and blue, respec-
tively. These two isolines mark the border of the VW of the
pinned spiral wave. Magenta filled circles located on the blue
higher-voltage isoline, as already explained above, lead to
the first scenario of unpinning via meandering of the pro-
duced spiral pairs to the obstacle. However, this mechanism
can also be found in the VW apart from the blue isoline,
located between the region of produced spiral tips without
consequent unpinning �blue asterisks� and the region of di-
rect unpinning �yellow squares�. This scenario can be found
here as well, due to the nonlinear influence of the obstacle on
the propagation of the produced spiral tips.

To understand our findings of the first scenario, two dif-
ferent trajectories of produced spiral pairs for successful and
unsuccessful unpinning are shown in Figs. 8�a� and 8�b�,
respectively. The trajectories are superimposed on images of
the applied stimulus and the pinned spiral wave. The mean-
dering pathways of the spiral tips are presented in green
�dashed line� and magenta �dotted line� to distinguish the
pathways of the free spiral waves. In Fig. 8�a� the stimulus
was applied close to the absolute refractoriness �comparable
to the magenta �filled circle� marks in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7�,
leading to a small apex angle of tip trajectory, �, meandering

FIG. 6. �Color online� Map of stimuli that affect a pinned spiral
wave. Field of view is 7.5 cm. The obstacle has a radius of 0.5 cm.
�a� Stimuli are applied around the obstacle at steps of 15° and
0.2 cm in spherical coordinates. Different colors and symbols de-
note the formation of different patterns. �b�–�f� examplify the for-
mation of each pattern, marked in the respective colors shown in
�a�. The initial pinned wave and the stimulus applied at t=0 ms are
shown. In addition, the wave fronts of the propagating waves are
shown with a step of 5 ms to illustrate the initial pattern formation
up to t=75 ms. �b� Green �cross�: Stimulus is applied in absolute
refractoriness. No wave propagation is observed. �c� Light-blue
�plus mark�: Stimulus leads to circular wave propagation without
affecting on the wave-tip trajectory of the pinned spiral wave. �d�
Blue �asterisk�: Creation of a free spiral, which does not lead to
unpinning of the rotating wave. �e� Magenta �filled circle�: Applied
stimulus leads to spiral, pairs which in turn lead to unpinning of the
spiral wave after the first rotation of their spiral tips. �f� Yellow
�square�: Applied stimulus leads to unpinning of the spiral wave
immediately after stimulation.
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FIG. 7. �Color online� Close-up map of stimuli effects on a
pinned spiral wave. The obstacle has a radius of 0.5 cm. Stimuli,
shown in radial coordinates with r and �, are applied in steps of
2.5° and 0.1 cm relative to the obstacle between 180° and 280°. The
color coding corresponds to Fig. 6�a�. Yellow �square�: Applied
stimulus leads to unpinning of the spiral wave immediately after
stimulation; magenta �filled circle�, applied stimulus leads to spiral
pairs which lead to unpinning of the spiral wave after the first
rotation of their spiral tips; light blue �plus mark�, stimulus leads to
circular wave propagation without affecting the tip trajectory of the
pinned spiral wave; green �cross�, stimulus is applied in the region
of absolute refractoriness �no wave propagation�. Black �triangle�,
applied stimuli lead to temporary detachment of the spiral wave;
blue �asterisk�, lead to spiral pairs which lead not to unpinning. The
figure also shows two voltage isolines −84.9 mV and −84.7 mV in
red �right-hand side� and blue �left-hand side�, respectively.
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in the direction to the obstacle. The upper magenta �dotted�
trajectory collides with the obstacle after the first rotation
and vanishes due to propagation failure. This example of
unpinning corresponds to the example shown in Fig. 5�a�. On
the other hand, Fig. 8�b� shows an example in which the tips
of both spiral arms drift away from the obstacle and do not
lead to unpinning of the pinned spiral wave, since the stimu-
lus was applied in the VW, but not sufficiently close to the
region of the AR. No influence on the pinned spiral wave tip
is observed, and the spiral wave remains pinned.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS IN CARDIOMYOCYTE
MONOLAYERS

For the experimental illustration of the unpinning scenario
observed above in computer simulations, we performed ob-
servation on the tissue culture of cardiomyocytes. The ex-
ample shown corresponds to the numerical examples shown
in Figs. 5�a� and 8�a�.

A. Experimental setup

Cell culture. Primary cell cultures of neonatal rat ven-
tricular myocytes were prepared as described elsewhere �33�.
Briefly, hearts isolated from neonatal Wistar rats of 1 day old
were minced and treated with collagenase. The isolated cells
were collected by centrifugation and preplated for 1 h. After
the supernatant was collected again, the cells were plated on
22-mm-diameter glass coverslips coated with fibronectin
�12 �g /ml� at a cell density of 2.6�103 cells /mm2 with
plating medium �Dulbecco-modified Eagle Medium with
10% fetal bovine serum, 1% penicillin streptomycin� and
incubated for 24 hours in a humidified atmosphere at 37 °C
and 5% CO2. The medium was replaced by a contraction

medium �minimum essential medium with 10% calf serum,
1% penicillin streptomycin� and the cells were incubated un-
der the same conditions.

Observation. Experiments were performed 4–6 days after
plating. Before each observation, the medium was replaced
with Tyrode solution at room temperature, which includes
0.5 mM heptanol in order to decrease the wave speed. Cells
were labeled with a Ca2+-sensitive fluorescent dye, Fluo-4.
Fluorescence was observed with an inverted microscope �IX-
70; Olympus, Tokyo Japan� by the use of �1.25 �PLAPON,
N.A.=0.04; Olympus� low-magnification objective lens in
combination with a �0.35 intermediate lens �34�. Raw im-
ages were obtained with an electron multiplying CCD �iXon
DV887ECS-UVB; Andor� with 128�128 pixels at a 14-bit
resolution with 100 frames /s after 4�4 binning.

Electric stimulation of tissue was performed by the appli-
cation of rectangular voltage pulses delivered by a pair of
platinum electrodes. The anode was situated around the cov-
erslip with a diameter of 5 cm and the cathode was placed
above the stimulation point without touching the tissue, thus
forming a monopolar stimulating electrode with a tip diam-
eter of 0.5 mm. Spiral waves were initiated by high-
frequency stimulation at the border of the tissue. In the core
of a sustained spiral wave, the tissue was removed by a sur-
gical procedure. The radius of the resulting obstacle was ca.
0.45 cm. The stimulating electrode was then placed above a
point approximately 2.5 mm from the obstacle without
touching the cell layer. At the core of the spiral wave, cells
were surgically removed. We performed unpinning experi-
ments only for a stable pinned spiral, which was confirmed
to be sustained for more than 1 minute.

Data analysis. Data were processed by ImageJ �35�
image-analysis software with custom plug-ins. The time se-
ries of each pixel was temporal low-pass filtered with a
5.0 Hz cutoff frequency for noise reduction and a Gaussian
spatial convolution was applied with a radius of 2.0 pixels.
Peak detection was performed and an activation time map
was calculated �14,36�.

B. Unpinning in cardiomyocyte monolayers

The spiral wave was produced and pinned to an obstacle
as described above. Since it is difficult to produce a single
stimulus precisely within the VW, stimulation was applied by
periodic low-frequency stimuli of 1 Hz. Frequencies less
than the rotational frequency of the pinned spiral are defined
as low. This is a necessary condition to avoid the effect of
unpinning via high-frequency pacing �13,14�. Figure 9 shows
the temporary stable rotating waves leading the conversion
of an obstacle-pinned spiral wave to a free spiral wave rotat-
ing separate from the obstacle. The successful induction of
temporary stable spiral waves is shown in Fig. 9�a�. The
initiated wave propagates into the recovered region �blue
area� in the direction of the obstacle, perpendicular to the
pinned spiral wave, where the stimulus was applied in frame
A. After annihilation of the merged wave front of the spiral
pair with that of the pinned spiral, the free spirals continue to
rotate �frames B and C� and lead to a new merged wave front
�frames D and E�. Due to the nonrecovered tissue, the wave
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FIG. 8. �Color online� Close-up representation of successful �a�
and unsuccessful �b� scenarios on which spiral tip trajectories con-
vert a pinned spiral wave to an unpinned spiral wave with the ap-
plication of a single stimulus. Trajectories of the spiral tips are
shown as a green dashed line and magenta dotted line, respectively.
The trajectories are superimposed on the initial applied stimulus
and pinned rotating wave. Pacing locations are given in spherical
coordinates with respect to the obstacle center and the pinned spiral
wave front, respectively. �a� shows successful unpinning. Pacing
location is at �1.4 cm /270° �. The magenta dotted spiral tip failed to
propagate on the obstacle. �b� shows successful unpinning. Pacing
location is at �1.0 cm /270° �. Spiral tips drift away from the ob-
stacle, and do not lead to unpinning of the spiral wave.
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must propagate within the recovered region �blue�. The spiral
tips propagate along a straight trajectory �frame F� before
they continue to rotate �frames G and H�. The newly formed
wavelet, closer to the obstacle than the former one �see Fig.
9�b�, frame I�, annihilates the pinned spiral wave �frame J�
again. Both free-rotating spirals continue to rotate �frame K�.
A second initiated wave propagates and annihilates the free-
rotating spirals �frame L�. The new merged wave front again
annihilates the wave front of the pinned spiral wave. How-
ever, the wave front on the obstacle leads to a conduction
block �propagation failure�, as shown in frames N and O, so
that the remaining free spiral becomes the new wave tip and
is able to rotate freely approximately 2 mm from the obstacle
�frame P�. The free spiral remained stable at this position and
did not drift to the border, as reported elsewhere �18�, de-
pending on the condition and size of the tissue.

Not every stimulus led to temporary stable spiral waves,
where temporary stable waves are defined as free spiral

waves that rotate more than one period. Temporary limited
spiral waves, which are spiral waves that rotate only one
time and lead to circular propagating waves, were observed
for most of the applied stimuli �not shown�. This effect was
also observed in the numerical simulations, and will be dis-
cussed later. To obtain temporary stable spiral waves, stimu-
lation must be applied in the VW close to the AR. This time
window within the VW varies with the excitability of the
medium �37�, and can be very small.

V. DISCUSSION

In the present study, we demonstrated that it is possible to
convert a pinned spiral wave to a free spiral wave by the
application of only one stimulus in numerical simulations
and by the application of low-frequency stimuli in cardi-
omyocyte monolayers. Two different scenarios of unpinning
via the application of a single stimulus were observed in
numerical simulations. In the first scenario, unpinning occurs
via the creation of a pair of free spiral waves that meander to
the obstacle and lead to unpinning of the pinned spiral wave,
which was confirmed in experiments on cardiomyocyte
monolayers. In the second scenario, unpinning was achieved
via the application of stimuli in close proximity to the ob-
stacle, which led to unpinning without rotation of the pro-
duced free spiral waves. Depending on the spatiotemporal
application of the stimulus, temporary unpinning could also
be observed. The unpinning of a pinned spiral wave from an
anatomical obstacle by the production of spiral pairs apart
from the obstacle will be discussed in more detail. In the
numerical simulation, with the application of only a single
stimulus, a pinned spiral wave could be converted to a freely
rotating wave. However, in the experiment it was difficult to
realize this scenario. The numerical simulations showed that
stimulation only during a small time window within the VW
led to successful unpinning. While the creation of free spiral
waves is important, so is the stability and direction of propa-
gation of the produced spiral waves, which are determined
by the position of the stimulus applied in the VW. This limi-
tation was also found in the experiments. Application of a
single impulse as opposed to a high frequency pulse train
would not have such negative consequences as tissue fatigue,
and possible formation of new spiral waves due to the in-
creasing functional inhomogeneity of the tissue. We thus re-
gard the single-stimulus protocol as valuable, even if there
exist difficulties toward the practical applicability at the
present moment. To abolish this limitation on the depen-
dency of the size of the VW, improved methods of optical
mapping are needed. Alternatively, the active control of the
size of time window of the VW can find a remedy, as shown
in the previous studies �11,12�. Stimuli applied into the VW
of a propagating wave in cardiomyocyte tissue led in most
cases to the creation of temporary limited spiral pairs. Thus,
after the first rotation of the produced spiral waves, the spiral
arms collided to form a merged wave front, which led to
circular wave propagation. Consequently, we changed the
stimulation protocol from the application of a single stimulus
to the application of low-frequency stimuli, and this led to a
higher probability of obtaining stable free spiral waves. This

(b)

(a)

(c)

FIG. 9. �Color online� Experiment on a cardiomyocyte mono-
layer. Snapshots of successful unpinning via low-frequency pacing
near the obstacle in cardiomyocyte monolayers. The pacing fre-
quency and field of view are 1.0 Hz and 5 mm, respectively. The
size of the obstacle is 0.45 mm. Frames are spaced every 150 ms
in �b� and �c�. The unpinning scenario is divided into three parts: �a�
Stable rotating spiral anchored at an obstacle with a period of rota-
tion of 720 ms. The white arrow indicates the direction of rotation
of the spiral; �b� creation of a spiral pair by the application of the
stimulus in the VW of the pinned spiral wave apart from the ob-
stacle; �c� successful unpinning by propagation failure of one spiral
arm on the obstacle, and annihilation of the other free spiral wave
with the pinned spiral wave.
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change led to the same effect of unpinning, since stimuli
applied in the region of absolute refractoriness or stimuli that
lead to temporary limited spiral waves have no influence on
the subsequent stimulus. Therefore, it is important to use
low-frequency pacing. Low frequency is defined as a fre-
quency lower than the rotational frequency of the pinned
spiral, where a stimulus does not effect a subsequent applied
stimulus �defined by the restitution curve of the system�.
When the stimulation frequency is higher than that of the
pinned spiral wave, pacing waves should approach the ob-
stacle and might unpin the spiral wave. This mechanism of
unpinning of a pinned spiral wave by high-frequency stimuli
has been described in recent articles by Tanaka et al. �13�
and Isomura et al. �14�.

Despite the advantage of requiring only a single stimulus
applied with low electrical current, which would cause no
tissue damage, as in other procedures such as ablation or the
use of defibrillators, other problems remain. Successful un-
pinning of a spiral wave does not necessarily include termi-
nation of the spiral wave from the tissue. Additional pacing
protocols might be necessary to terminate the remaining free
spiral wave. Cysyk and Tung �18� reported that converted
free spiral waves drifted to the border of the tissue and self-
terminated. However, this strongly depended on the tissue
properties, such as the size and excitability of the tissue.
Agladze et al. �2� demonstrated that stimuli applied with
sufficiently high frequency led to the drift and eventual ter-
mination of a spiral wave at the border of the tissue. This
procedure could be an important additional protocol for ter-
minating the freely rotating unpinned spiral waves.

In both the numerical simulation and the experimental
excitable system, unpinning of a pinned spiral wave with
spiral pairs produced in the proximity of the obstacle was
observed. However, the direction of propagation of the pro-
duced free spirals was determined by different factors. In the
numerical simulation, the direction of the spiral tips was de-
termined by the starting condition, whereas in cardiomyocyte
tissue freely rotating waves always led to unpinning of a
pinned spiral wave, even though only a few cases of unpin-
ning could be observed experimentally. Due to the highly
curved pinned spiral wave, the created spiral tips can only
propagate in the direction of the obstacle, where the pinned
spiral wave has its rotational origin, which consequently
leads to unpinning. Figure 10 shows a snapshot of the propa-
gating spiral pair leading to unpinning. An angle of approxi-
mately 60° points toward the vicinity of the obstacle and is
indicated by two white, dashed arrows. The straight propa-
gation toward the obstacle was measured to be approxi-
mately 1.1 mm. This relation between the angle and distance
of propagation of the spiral wave supports the relation found
in numerical simulations, where small angles lead to large
displacement of the spiral tips. While not many cases of
unpinning of spiral waves in cardiomyocytes have been ob-
served, the production of spiral pairs near the obstacle al-
ways led to detachment of the pinned spiral wave. The de-
velopment of precise stimulation protocols may increase the
possibility of achieving unpinning of the spiral wave. Even a
single well-directed stimulus might lead to wave detachment
in cardiomyocyte tissue.

The present observation which are based on the applica-
tion of a stimulus in the proximity of the obstacle can be

explained by the effect of unpinning via WEH, as demon-
strated in recent studies �15,18–20�. We applied stimuli
through the use of monopolar point stimuli, whereas WEHs
are based on the principle of far-field stimulation, which
leads to depolarization on the obstacle. Despite the different
stimulation protocols, the unpinning scenarios are based on
comparable topologies. The effect of unpinning via the in-
duction of WEH was observed experimentally by Cysyk and
Tung �18�. If we compare their results to those we obtained
in our numerical simulation, under the assumption that the
systems are qualitatively comparable, we find similar values
in both systems. Cysyk and Tung �18� observed experimen-
tally that 33% of stimuli led to unpinning �termination� of
the pinned spiral wave from an obstacle 2 mm in diameter.
An unpinning rate of only 14% was observed for pinned
spiral waves on obstacles of 3–4 mm in diameter. The
stimuli were applied regardless of the phase of the pinned
spiral wave, so that the data were obtained statistically. How-
ever, through the use of computer simulations we obtained a
success rate of 15% for unpinning a spiral wave from a
1.0-mm-sized obstacle by stimulating on the border of the
obstacle. This result was obtained by varying the position of
the stimulus on the obstacle. By doubling the size of the
obstacle, we could expect to approximately halve the prob-
ability that stimulation in the VW would lead to unpinning of
a spiral wave. We confirmed this expectation by performing
a numerical simulation and found that the success rate of
unpinning a spiral wave from a 2-mm-sized obstacle fell to
7.2%. Even for systems that are not comparable with regards
to excitability and the protocol for stimulation protocol, an
increase in the size of the obstacle decreases the probability
of unpinning a spiral wave by the application of a single
stimulus on the obstacle. However, we should recall that the
dependence on the applied current of the stimulus and its
duration are also important. More detailed theoretical and
numerical studies are necessary.

VI. CONCLUSION

Unpinning a pinned spiral wave with a single stimulus
was studied using the numerical model of Fenton and Karma

FIG. 10. �Color online� Close up of propagating wave tips in
cardiomyocyte monolayer leading to unpinning of a pinned spiral
wave. White dashed arrows correspond to the direction of propaga-
tion of the free spiral waves. The upper and lower tips of each line
define the end and the start of rotation of the free spiral wave,
respectively. The apex angle between both arrows is approximately
60 degrees, and the length of straight propagation �white dashed
lines� is approximately 1 mm.
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�21� and an experimental model consisting of cardiomyocyte
monolayers. In the present study, the spatiotemporal profile
of a single stimulus applied to unpin the spiral wave was
studied. The wave-stimulus dependence was systematically
investigated in detail. Two mechanisms of unpinning, which
depended on the spatiotemporal application of the stimulus,
were observed and are explained here.

A numerical simulation was performed for a stimulus ap-
plied in the vulnerable window �VW� of a propagating wave.
Stimuli applied in the VW lead to the creation of free rota-
tional waves, whereas stimulation at different positions
within the VW leads to different apex angles, �, of the spiral
tip trajectories. This effect is a main condition for observing
the unpinning of a spiral wave. We found that stimuli applied
in the VW close to the AR of a conditioning wave lead to
wide �, and thus the produced spiral wave propagates in the
same direction as the conditioning wave. However, stimuli
applied close to the RS lead to narrow � and the spiral waves
propagates in the direction opposite the conditioning wave.
The inflection point for the direction of propagation is corre-
lated to � equal to 180°. With this effect, we demonstrated
that two different unpinning scenarios exist caused by the
application of a single stimulus into the VW, and these de-
pend on the spatiotemporal position of the stimulus.

The first scenario is based on the application of a stimulus
apart from the obstacle in the region of the VW of the pinned
spiral wave. Stimuli applied in the VW close the RS of the
pinned spiral wave to produce a pair of spirals, which propa-
gate perpendicular to the obstacle and lead to unpinning of
the pinned spiral caused by the propagation failure of one
spiral arm on the obstacle and annihilation of the pinned
spiral wave with the common wave front of the freely rota-

tional spiral waves. This scenario of successful and unsuc-
cessful unpinning was also observed in the actual experi-
ments on cardiomyocyte monolayers. Since the position of
the successful stimulus is restricted to a certain spatiotempo-
ral range in the spiral arm, it is difficult to identify in cardi-
omyocyte monolayers. Thus, low-frequency stimulation was
applied to increase the possibility of unpinning. While un-
pinning was observed in cardiomyocytes, the lack of accu-
rate knowledge regarding the position and phase of the
pinned spiral wave makes it difficult to observe unpinning.
Further numerical and experimental studies are necessary to
understand the generic behavior on the interesting phenom-
enon of unpinning via the application of single stimuli.

The second scenario is based on the application of a
stimulus in the proximity of the obstacle in the region of the
VW of the pinned spiral wave, which leads to unpinning of
the pinned spiral wave. One of the produced spiral arms
becomes pinned and propagates on the obstacle of the pinned
spiral wave, whereas the other arm rotates freely next to the
obstacle. The new pinned spiral arm collides with the pinned
spiral wave and they merge to form a common wave front, so
that the other produced freely rotating spiral becomes the
new wave tip. Thus, the wave is unpinned from the obstacle.
The probability of the application of a stimulus that leads to
unpinning decreases with an increase in the size of the ob-
stacle, consistent with the related experimental studies of
Cysyk and Tung �18�. More studies are necessary to better
understand the possibility of unpinning.
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